
Vacation Village Resorts
2626 E. Oakland Park Boulevard
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33306

FIND US ON
Facebook & Instagram

@VacationVillageResorts
Use the hashtag #vacationvillage 
to share your photos. 

Vacation Village Resorts and RCI® look forward to 
welcoming you back with a 7-night vacation at select 
Vacation Village Resorts for only $99 USD/$139 CAD*. 

There’s no need to trade your Points or Deposit – this is 
our way of welcoming you back from this difficult journey! 

For additional details, visit RCI.com/VacationVillage

Take advantage of this introductory offer 
and SAVE $110 USD off the standard 

RCI® enrollment fee. 

Visit discover.rci.com/enroll

Complete the online enrollment form

Enter promotion code VILLAGE49 to 
receive this special offer

Joining is easy!  

*This offer is redeemable as a one-time only offer and expires on June 30, 2020

If you’re not an RCI® Subscribing Member, you can enroll and receive  
ONE YEAR OF RCI WEEKS MEMBERSHIP FOR ONLY $49 USD*

Share Your Vacation
          Memories With Us

Special Edition | June 2020

With you in mind, always! 

Visit our website,
vacationvillageresorts.com,

to get the latest updates on our 
resorts and to learn more about 
what we are doing to ensure the 

safety of our guests.

You are in the hearts and minds of the Vacation Village 
Resorts team during this time of uncertainty. We know 
that you have been focusing on the safety and well-being 
of yourself and your loved ones. We have created this 
Special Edition of Happenings to provide you with an 
update and make you aware of the measures we have 
taken to ensure the health and safety of our owners, 
guests, and employees.

As an industry, we have faced and overcome challenging 
times before. We know that together we are resilient, and 
we will come out of this stronger than ever. During this 
pandemic, most of our resorts remained open for those 
who were already vacationing and wanted to stay a little 
longer before heading back home. Under these condi-
tions, we experienced low occupancy, but continued to 
upgrade our resorts, including many of our suites and 
amenities.

TO OUR
Valued Owners

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE



“When will this end?” “Will a loved one or I become infected?” “Will there ever be a return to how things were or will masks, sanitizers, and social distancing become part of our ‘new normal’?” These and many 
other questions are on the minds of everyone in this challenging time. I hear them in my practice each and every day. Even the normal stresses of life are experienced in the context of an unseen pandemic that 
has dramatically affected every aspect of life.

There have been and will continue to be losses along the way, and our thoughts and prayers go to those most affected. Here are a few things to keep in mind while we get through this global crisis. And yes, 
collectively, we will get through it.

You’ve all heard about our natural instinct that in the face of danger, our fight-or-flight response is activated. We are preprogrammed to pay close attention to fear, as it’s designed to protect us and ensure our 
survival. In this case, stress can be amplified by the fact that we’re adopting a strategy foreign to our sense of well-being. Namely, to restrict our movements in order to reduce our exposure to anyone who 
might transmit the virus. It’s necessary, but comes at a price. Social isolation, especially for those who may live alone, can be a significant stressor. However, some of that is moderated by the fact that many 
people simply feel better knowing their home environment feels safe.

We’re all continually hearing about statistics. How many infections, the rate of mortality, and so forth. Here’s something though that I’m going to refer to as the ‘hidden statistic.’

The hidden statistic has to do with both potentially serious psychological and physical effects that people will experience due to all the various stresses associated with COVID-19. Both acute and chronic 
stress has a negative impact on one’s immune system, so strengthening our psychological immune system is imperative. It’s also a truism that stress can lead to adopting or exacerbating bad habits. We all 
know what they are. Excessive fear and panic are not only detrimental to us as individuals, but it can also be contagious, so keep that in check by utilizing stress management techniques.

There are plenty of sources, both online and offline, that do a great job of suggesting various highly effective coping strategies. Here are my favorites:

We are all passing through this life, and COVID-19 seems to 
be making people more aware of what is personally really 
important to them.

When this pandemic passes, and it WILL, hopefully, those 
positive changes in values and behaviors will persist long 
afterward.

Michael Adamse, Ph.D., is a psychologist and author 
practicing in Boca Raton, Florida.

In addition to enhancing the check-in procedures and sanitation protocols across our family of resorts, we continue to comply with the 
most current guidelines in regards to gatherings and social distancing. As you can understand, and out of respect for others, we will 
expect each guest to comply as well. Working together, we wish for your family to have enjoyable, lifetime memories, even during this 
difficult period. We can't think of a time that it's needed more.

We thank you for your understanding and trust. We look forward to welcoming you home and sharing our hospitality with you again soon!

Your Maintenance Dollars at Work

UNITS
Sanitizing each unit after guest departure and before 
housekeeping enters the unit

Deep cleaning and disinfecting of all hard surfaces including 
furniture, countertops, appliances, cabinets, sinks, showers, 
bathtubs and toilets

Scrubbing and steam cleaning all grout and tile

Shampooing carpets in all units and hallways

Performing preventative maintenance in all units, which 
includes the following: 

- Painting 
- Upholstery cleaning 
- Checking all door hinges and sliding/balcony door locks 
- Cabinet refurbishment 
- AC vent cleaning 
- Laundering of curtains, bedspreads, pillow shams, and 
  accent pillow covers

Exercising all plumbing fixtures in all units on a weekly basis

Conserving energy by closing unoccupied buildings, 
increasing the temperature of thermostats in vacant units, 
and unplugging refrigerators 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

AMENITIES & COMMON AREAS 
Sanitizing all public and common areas of resorts, including 
stairwells, and shared laundry facilities

Disinfecting high touch surface areas, including pool lounge 
chairs, with hospital-grade disinfectants

Enhancing lighting and landscaping throughout each resort

•

•

•

A more detailed list of enhancements completed by each resort will 
be included in the Fall/Winter edition of Happenings.

Coping with C0VID-19

Stay connected. Continue to reach out to others. Another basic instinct we have is the drive to come closer together in times of universal stress. It’s particularly important to reach out to those who 
are already isolated.

Limit your news exposure. Whatever your political views are, remember that the general media is quite aware that conflict generates interest, especially in the context of fear. I always advise my 
patients to look for brief, periodic updates since news is often redundant, and both potentially positive and negative information can play with both hope and pessimism, which is like riding an 
emotional roller coaster and who doesn’t get nauseous doing too much of that?

Try your best to put these times into some perspective. Humanity has had and will continue to have far-reaching globally scaled problems. While we don’t individually control the bigger picture, 
this is an opportunity to do what we can to make things better within our sphere of influence, which brings me to what I consider to be the most important takeaway from this article.

Practice kindness and cultivate calmness at every opportunity. Kindness is a force multiplier that will help others feel cared for and will help you feel less helpless.

Over the last few months, the RCI and Vacation Village Resorts teams have been inspired by your stories about milestones you’ve celebrat-
ed and the collective memories you’ve shared with your loved ones during this unprecedented time. Your passion for travel and continued 
interest in exploring the world represents everything we love about this industry.  When the time is right for your family, we hope you’ll join 
other Vacation Village Resorts owners in exploring the new shape of travel that’s ready and waiting for you at RCI. This includes …

If you’re not quite ready to start exploring your next trip, take a few moments, and contact a Vacation Guide to learn about the enhance-
ments and what they mean for you! No matter where you live or your current comfort level to travel, RCI is committed to offering you 
flexibility around your upcoming vacations. RCI has made adjustments to serve members’ needs during this time. You can also view 
complete cancellation policy details at rci.com, and stay connected with RCI on the company’s social pages for the latest updates. 

Expanded travel services for you to book all of your travel needs in one place and receive exclusive pricing on hotels, car rentals, 
cruises, destination activities, and more. 

Enhanced opportunities for you to use your vacation time to save even more on the cost of already discounted hotels at more than 
600,000 hotel properties around the world.

New cruise benefits that offer heavily discounted rates with no exchange fees or the use of your Points or Trading Power.

For Vacation Village Plus and Premier members, the ability to save even more with greater discounts, upgrades, and Priority 
Access to select exchange vacations.
 

•

•

•

•
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